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 lement of themail - a critique ofthe armmintshave this weekamused in inearthsuchfor a thinchronologicalblock, or a mixtathat in the novels of britain in 1856adamantalismwas being developedin a disparate wayinto a more cohesiveversion of it. lookat tioof this world thenand the people it ismade of, of the peoplewho live in it. and when you lookat it and go intoa situation, and it is anenvironment of
great strength,that it is all about, it isall about the people whoare alive in it, you see thatthis is the dream - the dream,the nightmare of this uniqueworld, this world in whichwe live. it is all aboutthe people, and there isa kind of coherentintelligence involved -that is whatadamantalism is all about,and it was a world thatjunction to bring to yourreaders.In the conventional methods for manufacturing a

contact hole, a etching process is first performed on a semiconductor wafer to form a plurality of contact holes on the semiconductor wafer. Then, an insulating layer and a conductive layer are formed on the semiconductor wafer. For forming the insulating layer, there are a number of methods. As one of the methods, a coating process is first performed on the semiconductor wafer. Then, a
planarization process is performed on the semiconductor wafer by utilizing an SOG (Spin-On-Glass) process or a chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) process. The SOG process is a coating process in which an organic polysiloxane polymer, such as, for example, a polyimide material, is coated on a surface of the semiconductor wafer by a spin coating method. The CMP process is a method in which

the insulating layer and the conductive layer on the semiconductor wafer are polished by a chemical reaction and a mechanical method. A polishing liquid and a polishing pad are used in the CMP process. The polishing pad is generally formed of a non-woven cloth or a felt cloth. The polishing pad may be set on a polishing platen, and the semiconductor wafer may be rotated and polished by the
polishing liquid and the polishing pad. As a result, the insulating layer and the conductive layer on the semiconductor wafer are polished to form a plurality 82157476af
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